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Is it Quantum Sentience or Quantum
Consciousness?
A Review of Social Behaviours Observed in
Primitive and Present-Day Microorganisms
Contzen Pereira
ABSTRACT

Social and intelligent behavioural designs have been observed in primitive and present day microorganisms in all
three kingdoms of life. These behavioural patterns help microorganisms, to understand, evaluate and judge their
constantly varying environment. Behaviour is represented as conscious moment, which occurs due to an event,
which may be intentional or unintentional. Microorganisms have the capability of displaying behaviours, which
can be compared to cognitive actions of the neural system in higher organisms. This review is a collection of social
behaviours observed in present-day microorganisms as well as predicted behaviours in microfossils that have
been studied so far. The intent of this review is to prove the origin and existence of consciousness or sentient
awareness in microorganisms based on which these social behaviours originated and its comparison to
multifaceted conscious behaviours observed in higher beings; its correlation to quantum generated consciousness
which enables organisms to understand and judge perceptions, which gives the organism a prospect to behave as
per will.
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1. Introduction1
Human based consciousness comprises of, what
we see, hear, touch, taste, smell, feel, etc, which is
termed as ‘phenomenal consciousness’ and this
has led to a one-way thinking in determining the
existence of true consciousness (Clark, 2001).
Humans evolved at a much later stage in evolution,
before which the earth was dominated by
organisms which survived and are still surviving
based on their manipulative intelligence, to
perceive and understand the environment.
Conscious
behaviours
observed
in
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microorganisms may not be similar to human
consciousness but are unique in their own space.
Superiority does not exist and cannot be falsely
determined by the brain size or its capacity, as
organisms much smaller have demonstrated
capabilities which cannot be matched to human
intelligence, especially when the human genome
has almost 150 genes that have originated from
microorganisms and viruses (Crisp et al., 2015).
Several forms of conscious behaviours are
known to exist in organisms ranging from viruses
to humans and there is no reason why arguments
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for possession of consciousness must be backed
by the existence of the nervous system, which is a
wonderful system, but in its own place and
organism. In a recent study, the social IQ score for
a bacterium Paenibacillus vortex was found to be
the highest among the 500 bacteria, whose
genomes were sequenced. This score was
determined based on the number of genes that are
needed by the bacteria to communicate and
process information about the environment, to
make decisions for synthesizing offensive and
defensive agents as a mode of protection. The IQ
score of these bacteria was found to be three
standard deviations higher than the average
brilliant social skills demonstrated by some of the
renowned scientists of the world (Sirota-Madi et
al., 2010).
According to Chris King, the computational
power of the bacterial and archaean genome gives
a presentation rate of new combinations of up to
1030 bits per second, in comparison to complex
life forms, which show a much lower rate of 1017
bits per second, the reason being; few in number,
lower reproduction rates and longer generations
(King, 2011). According to Lynn Margulis “Not just
animals are conscious but every organized being
is conscious that is, consciousness is an awareness
of the outside world” (Margulis and Sagan, 1995).
A similar thought has also been put forward by
Humberto Maturana, where he states that “Living
systems are cognitive systems and living as a
process is a process of cognition. This statement is
valid for all organisms with or without a nervous
system” (Maturana, 1980; 1970).
Failure to behave like humans does not
mean the absence of capability. Simple biological
systems such as viruses are capable of making
complex joint decisions together with their host
e.g. the genetically regulated lambda switch
system in a bacteriophage which infects
Escherichia coli, is a mutual decision taken by both
organisms based on the condition of the host cells
and number of phages present (Arkin et al., 1998).
Many years ago, humans realized that in order to
survive they needed to form communities with
people of different talents which could be
achieved through proper communication and
cooperation. Microorganisms are known to
display such social behaviours, and through
communication and cooperation perform
activities such as foraging, biofilm construction,
reproduction, signalling, chemical warfare,
quorum sensing, etc. They are also known to
engage in Hamiltonian descriptions of cooperative
eISSN 1303-5150
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interactions such as altruism, where interactions
are beneficial to the recipient but costly to the
actor e.g. programmed cell death (PCD) and
mutualism, that provides a direct fitness benefit to
the organism that performs the behaviour, which
outweighs the cost of performing the behaviour
e.g. Siderophores (Neilands, 1995).
Many researchers are in the process of
understanding the evolution of cooperative
behaviours in microorganisms (Crespi, 2001;
Velicer, 2003; Travisano and Velicer, 2004; Griffin
et al., 2004) and have evidences of conscious social
behaviours observed in all their domains of life
including bacteria, archaea, viruses, and many
unicellular eukaryotes (e.g., some fungi and
protists). The microorganisms can therefore, no
longer be regarded as simple organisms as they
can anticipate, modify and predict changes in the
environment with a sense of space and time. At the
first annual Francis Crick memorial conference on
consciousness held on 7th July, 2012, a group of
scientists formally declared a document entitled
“Cambridge Declaration on Consciousness in NonHuman Animals” which stated that the capacity of
consciousness emerged very early in evolution
and those processes that support consciousness in
humans are likely characteristics of many living
organisms (Low, 2012). Evolution is therefore a
communication between microorganisms and
their environment, a communication that helped
trigger multicellularity and the transfer of genetic
material from one generation to another by means
of reproduction.
Quantum consciousness is computed with of
the help of proteins within the cytoskeleton of the
cells basic units of life which comprise of
unicellular and multicellular animal life (Pereira,
2015b). Evolutionary comparison of the
cytoskeleton and its structures suggests that
consciousness existed from the very beginning
and has been propagating by means of the
cytoskeletal network of the cell (Pereira, 2015a)
and therefore forms the basis of consciousness for
every living being. This review is a collection of
some of the interesting social behaviours that
have been observed and studied in all three
domains of life – Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya,
with the intent to demonstrate the origin and
existence of conscious type of behaviours in
microorganisms even-though it may not be
equivalent or comparable to neural based
consciousness. The signal that a microorganism
gets from the environment is limited to random
noise of the environment which is different as
www.neuroquantology.com
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compared to a neuron in the brain, which gets this
signal from a highly coordinated input from other
neurons; but generates awareness. In this sense
bacteria can be compared to a neuron which
through bacterial signalling creates a coordinated
input as complex as the brain.
2. Predicted social behaviours in primitive
microorganisms
Life in the universe only established when a
semblance of stability prevailed. In nature, new
species have arisen through heredity variation
and selection according to laws of nature with
those varying in conformity with the environment.
Fossil studies have been of substantial evidence in
depicting past life events, which can be
acknowledged only with strong correlations with
various geological endpoints.
Microfossils,
stromatolites and sedimentary carbon isotope
ratios have indicated that microorganisms
inhabited the oceans in primitive times and have
been recorded in fossils found all over the world
(Corsetti et al., 2003). Fossilized stromatolites
reefs found in Shark Bay, Western Australia have
provided great insights into primitive microbial
life, which can be comparable to some of living
stromatolites that have been found in recent times
e.g. hot springs of Yellowstone National Park
(Jahnert and Collins, 2012; Berelson et al., 2011).
Fossilized
stromatolites
are
petrological
structures that represent lithified forms of
microbial life observed in rocks aged 3.6 billion
years old. Based on fossil analysis, it has been
confirmed that stromatolites were very common
in shallow marine environments in the
Precambrian age but became rarer in the
metazoan or multicellular age (Lepot et al., 2008).
The first signs of cooperative behaviour in
microorganisms are based on evidences and
studies conducted in the stromatolites that
demonstrate the capability of forming loose
cooperative communities as a mode of protection,
by formation of biofilms, which are now proposed
to be the propagators for multicellular life (Lyon,
2007). Mats and biofilms of chemotrophs dated as
early as 4000 million years ago depended on
hydrothermal vents for their energy source and
with the gradual built-up of dead chemotrophs,
there would have been an increased possibility of
diverse methane-emitting and sulphate-reducing
heterotrophic microorganisms (Nisbet and Sleep,
2001). Biofilm and mat formations are need
based-architectural designs that have proven to
eISSN 1303-5150
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be a great advantage to microorganisms and were
definitely one of the key factors for survival in
diverse environments and the initiators for
communication and social behaviour (Nadell et al.,
2009)
A community with diverse populations of
microorganisms gave rise to strong interactions
between primordial unicellular organisms,
wherein it has been suggested that this primitive
form of communication was purely chemical
(Bertelson et al., 2012). Perception through
cooperation developed the sensing capabilities of
these microorganisms and enabled them to gather
data from the surroundings giving rise to complex
microbial communities, a beginning of primitive
social evolution. Fossilized microbial mats dated
back to early Archean have shown a pattern of
coexistence of bacteria and archaea, consisting of
cooperative chemolitotrips in a thermophilic
environment. As these interactions in the
microbial mats evolved, a diverse population
began to exist in these mats with bacteria and
archeae fermenters, respirers and methanogens
taking up the basal layer of the mats and the
cyanobacteria the aerobic layer (Forterre, 2013).
This was clearly evident in a stratified
stromatolite of the mid-Proterozoic Gaoyuzhuang
formation (approximately 1400–1500 million
years ago) where a tubular oscillatoriacean
cyanophyte Siphonophycus inornatum, showed
diurnal growth patterns based on the orientation
of the algae in the silica filled layers (Zhang 1986).
Microbial mats studied in hypersaline ponds
near Guerrero Negro (Mexico) have shown
variation in bacterial populations that live
mutually on the same mat and follow behavioural
patterns to adjust to their requirements. These
microbial mats consist of a layer of
photosynthesizing purple bacteria which live
along with chemotrophic sulphide-oxidizing and
green-sulphur bacteria and have demonstrated
migratory behaviour along the mat according to
day-night cycles (Harris et al., 2013). Social
behaviour evolved with conscious decisions
within the microorganism community under the
pressure of coordination and cooperation, as a
mode to adapt to the ever changing environment.
With diversity, different species cooperated and
contributed to gain more or less equally or got
involved in division of labour, where they would
engage in tasks from which they received rewards
directly or by benefits to the community. By
comparing the characteristics of present day
microorganisms with fossils, it may be possible to
www.neuroquantology.com
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predict conscious behavioural patterns which
helped propagate evolution of multicellular
organisms. Predicted behaviours studied in
fossilized microbial mats and stromatolites,
suggests that even in a reducing environment,
microorganisms were consciously interacting,
coordinating and cooperating to adjust and
evolve.

hydrothermal vents which allowed colonies of
mesothermophile bacteria to adapt to photic
zones (Nisbet et al., 1995). In present times,
mesophilic archaea and several bacteria share the
same niche in the oceans and neither of them has
shown any signs of extinction (Prosser and Nicol
2008) which demonstrates the capability of
microorganisms to be conscious in order to
cooperate and survive.

3. Social behaviours in Archae

Archaean halophiles show various adaptive
features by which they demonstrate social and
cooperative behaviours to survive in extreme
conditions. The cell structures of many halophiles
show thin, flat pseudo-geometric shapes, which is
known to help in nutrient access, cell division and
segregation, attachment, motility and survival
(Young, 2006). Haloquadratum walsbyi or ‘salt
square’ belongs to the genus of the family
Halobacteriaceae which show box shaped
structures, that give them a higher advantage with
survival due to increased surface area (DyallSmith et al., 2011). Three similar strains have also
been isolated from the brine cultures collected in
Sinai, Baja California (Mexico) and southern
California (United States) showing similar unique
adaptive features (Javor et al., 1982). An
additional adaptive feature in these cells, are
polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) granules and large
refractile gas-filled vacuoles which provide
buoyancy to the cells to support light harvesting
by means of sheet or biofilm formation (Han et al.,
2010). Several species of halobacteriales are also
known to produce an exopolysaccharide that
forms an ion absorbing mucous biofilm, which is
another kind of adaptive form, used to regulate
transport of ions to survive in hypersaline
environments (Christensen 1989; Nicolaus et al.,
2003). Thermophilic and mesothermophilic
bacteria survive in extreme high temperatures
due to the presence of thermophilic enzymes. An
increase in extremozyme stability at high
temperatures in these organisms which is
associated with increased guanine-cytosine base
pairs (Kaine, 1990; Saunders et al., 2003).

Archaea is one of the sub divisions of the
phylogenetic classification system that was
previously considered as a part of the bacterial
group due to its prokaryotic morphology (Smeti et
al., 2013). Archaea are a highly conserved
primitive group of bacteria which were earlier
found only in extremophilic environments
(DeLong, 2003) but now have also been found in
the human colon and navel (Eckburg et al., 2003).
They are therefore considered to be a large
diverse group of organisms that are widely
distributed in nature. Archaea have shown high
levels of lateral gene transfer between lineages
and are confirmed to be a separate group of
organisms, which evolved in a thermophilic
environment with its ancestor being a
thermophile (Ochman et al., 2000). The arcaheal
lineage is one of the known primitive lineages that
exists on Earth and is therefore an important link
which would help understand Earth’s primitive
atmosphere and life (Brown and Doolittle, 1997).
Archae are known to survive in extreme
environments with high temperatures and are
abundant in black smokers, oil wells, geysers, hot
springs, etc. They are divided into groups such as
halophiles, thermophiles, alkaliphiles and
acidophiles based on their presence (Pikuta et al.,
2007). Archae are known to mutually exist with
other microorganisms which have been observed
in several fossilized as well as living microbial
mats (Forterre, 2013). Early microbial mats may
have been limited to the zones of hydrothermal
vents with a colony of single species which
diversified to include other species e.g. Aquifex
pyrophillus is a strict chemolithoautotrph which
may have lived alongside hyperthermophilic
archaea bacteria like the moderm thermoproteus
(Strauss et al., 1992). A sense of awareness
prevailed within this group of organisms which
learned to socially adjust within their microbial
mats to accommodate other evolving species.
Photosynthesis is also known to have originated
as an adaptation of thermotaxis in deep
eISSN 1303-5150

Adaptive behaviour is a form of social
behaviour that is used to adjust to a situation or
another form of behaviour (Staddon, 1983). In
such high thermophilic and mesophilic
environment, archaea have adjusted and adapted
to the surroundings in order to survive, as well as
mutually adapted to newer species that were in
the process of evolving with the rise in oxygen
levels in the atmosphere in primitive times.
Adaptive form of behaviour is clearly evident in
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the primitive microbial mats which portray a
combination of survival instinct and social
behaviour that existed in the anaerobic
environment (Fenchel and Finaly, 2008). Archaea
have developed unique adaptive features which
has helped these organisms survive and
demonstrate social behaviours in extreme
conditions. Bacteriorhodopsin is a retinal-protein
complex found in Halobacterium salinarum, which
is used as a transmembrane light-driven proton
pump used for energy production (Bhattacharya
et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2006a). This form of
adaptation is specifically found in halophilic
arcahaea which comprises of an opsin protein and
purple retinal that creates a proton gradient which
is used by an F-class ATPase to synthesize ATP in
anaerobic environments by absorbing photons
(Oren, 1999). Methanogens also show such forms
of energy-based adaptations. These organisms
grow by the conversion of small compounds to
methane by generation of ion gradients across the
membrane that is used to drive the synthesis of
ATP (Godin et al., 2010). Methanogens are also
known to share an endosymbiotic relationship
with protozoans and by means of their specialized
organelles called hydrogenosomes, they generate
hydrogen which is taken up by the protozoan
(Fenchel and Finlay, 2010).
Archaebacterial
evolution is highly based on adaptive social
behaviour and can be simply understood as
anaerobic thermophilic sulphur-metabolizing
form which gave rise to methanogenic and
halophilic methanogens and ultimately to aerobic
extreme halophiles.
Archaeal microorganisms are flagellated
organisms, unlike the cyanobacteria and these
structures are a well-built feature used by these
organisms to adapt and survive. The motility of
archaeal organisms is managed by the rotation of
the flagellar bundles which is driven by a
biochemical motor and is a feature used during a
behavioural response (Bardy et al., 2003). In
behavioural studies halobacteria are known to
react to light and chemical response and have also
shown a learning ability by escaping unfavourable
conditions with repetitive insults (Sundberg et al.,
1985).
Two
archaeal
organisms,
Methanocaldococcus
jannaschii
and
Methanocaldococcus villosus, were tested to be the
fastest archaeal organisms measured as speed as
bodies per second (bps) based on their swimming
potentials. These flagellated archaeal organism’s
demonstrated speeds at close to 400 and 500 bps
which are high speeds when compared to a
eISSN 1303-5150

bacteria like Escherichia Coli or a fast animal such
as a cheetah which move at speeds of 20 bps
(Herzog and Wirth, 2012). Finding of new archaeal
species and their unique adaptations continues to
excite the scientific community and behavioural
adaptations of archaea in hypersaline,
hyperthermic and hypothermic environments
have opened up many areas of research pertaining
to the origination of life and the survival instinct of
these unique organisms.
Awareness or being conscious holds the key
to survival and is displayed by social behaviours in
organisms. Adaptive cooperative behaviours
observed in archaea, has helped these organisms
survive extreme conditions in the past as well as
present, which also justifies the fact, that these
organisms have the ability of being aware of their
surroundings. These were the first organisms to
demonstrate cooperative behaviours in microbial
mats which originated during the environmental
transition period from anaerobic to aerobic form;
a beginning of species diversity. Based on
behaviours such as mutualism and unique
foraging techniques shown by present archaea, we
can predict that such behaviours may have been
used to survive the ever changing primitive
environment.
4. Social behaviours in Bacteria
Chemotaxis, signal transduction and quorum
sensing are some of the social and cooperative
behaviours observed and studied in bacteria
which also resemble some of the most basic
functions of the brain, such as sensory integration,
memory and decision making (Trewavas and
Baluska, 2011). Social and cooperative are a result
of cooperative perception that gives bacterial
colonies, the ability to sense and gathering data
from its surroundings. It also gives them the
ability to sense cell densities in order to control
factors such as swarming motility, biofilm
maturation and antibiotic resistance (Ng and
Bassler, 2009). Biofilm formation and quorum
sensing have been justified as sensing capabilities
and social recognition in bacteria which are also
observed in social insects e.g. ants, honey bees, etc
(Gibbs et al., 2008). A bacterial biofilm is so well
structured that its can sense and communicate
messages by means of various techniques of
information processing and collective gene
regulation which can be suggestive of a lower form
of cognitive function and social intelligence (Lyon,
2015). In a recent study, the genus Burkholderia
www.neuroquantology.com
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was shown to use quorum sensing for the
activation of cellular enzymes for the production
of oxalic acid, which neutralized the ammonia
related alkaline toxicity during the solitary phase
of the bacteria preventing harsh environmental
conditions (Goo et al., 2012). This bacterium
therefore demonstrated the capability of
anticipating a stressful situation and generating a
preventive strategy for survival through a
conscious decision which may have been
voluntary or involuntary.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa uses quorum
sensing to infect its host system by formation of a
biofilm within the host’s immune system. During
its latency period it can grow within the host
without harming it and manipulates its behaviour
by sensing it’s surrounding and coordinating the
formation of biofilms, motility and cell
aggregation to proceed with the infection (Smith
and Iglewski, 2003). Human pathogenic bacteria
such as Salmonella and Staphylococcus, quorum
sensing is demonstrated by the release of
virulence factors, which helps them cope with the
immune system (Deep et al., 2011). Chemotactic
behaviour plays a key role in quorum sensing,
wherein the bacteria senses and responds to the
environment and in pathogenic bacteria is
demonstrated by the perception of the stimulus in
order to resist the innate and adaptive immune
response of their host and survive the antibiotic
exposure (Wadhams and Armitage, 2004).
Complex gut bacteria in mammals show benefit
from social behaviours by means of symbiotic
relationship in order to deal with environmental
stressors (Dinan et al., 2015). The gut bacteria
benefit wholly due to constant source of nutrition
to microorganisms which perform functions such
as food processing, synthesis of vitamins and
inhibition of pathogens (Cecchini et al., 2013;
Ramakrishna, 2013).
Bacterial biofilms are structures created
due to colonization, wherein the bacterium carries
out its duties in a cooperative manner by means of
quorum sensing. Biofilms are also created for
shelter and procurement of food by means of
cooperative behaviour such as foraging (Nadell et
al., 2008). Myxococcus xanthus is a well-studied
soil bacterium, that demonstrates social
behaviours as part of it life cycle which includes
vegetative growth, predation and development.
These bacteria move in a coordinated manner to
form organized groups as part of swarming and
arrange themselves in stacks. When the swarm
encounters a prey, they kill and lyse the cells using
eISSN 1303-5150
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lytic enzymes by a technique called as ‘rippling’
which helps the bacteria to effectively lyse and
absorb the nutrients of the prey (Velicer et al.,
2000; Berleman et al., 2008). A similar type of
social behaviour is also seen in enteric bacterium
Proteus mirabilis, which uses the swarming
technique for movement of the colony and for
collective preying (Wang et al., 2006b). There are
several other behaviours in bacteria that have
evolved over time as a means to survive and sense
the environment in a solitary as well as collective
manner. In a group, bacteria are known to survive
and multiply through collective sensing, interbacterial communication, distributed information
processing, joint decision making and dissociative
behaviour which have been closely observed in
several studies (Popat et al., 2015, Visick and
Fuqua, 2005, Bourret and Stock, 2002).
Multifaceted features such as the flagella
help the bacteria to pick up and process
information about their environment to decide on
several actions that need to be taken to survive
(Shapiro, 2007). Escherichia coli is the most
studied flagellated bacterial strain which in
known to show complex cooperative behaviour in
food foraging and chemotaxis. Environmental
condition plays an important role in motility for
this bacterium where the flagellum is formed only
during unfavourable conditions as a means of
protection and survival (Zhao et al., 2007). Under
oxidative stress, E. coli is known to form colony
structures such as spots, stripes and rings which is
triggered due to colonial cooperative behaviour to
overcome the stress (Budrene and Berg, 1991).
Caulobacter crescentus is a flagellated bacterium
which uses its flagella for swarming behaviour
under stress, attaches to a substrate and loses its
flagella to become a functional productive stalk,
which produces more swarmers as a means of
survival (England and Gober, 2001). Some unique
behaviours are also seen in cyanobacteria which
are known to exhibit a division of labour in
relation to food procurement and nitrogen
fixation, wherein some bacterial cells convert
themselves to heterocysts which are capable of
nitrogen fixation but lose their ability to
reproduce (Fiore et al., 2010). Heterocysts like
structures have been found in fossil records which
are 2 billion years old which suggests that this
behaviour of differentiation and division of labour
existed in earlier prokaryotes (Zhang et al., 2006).
Bacterial parasites are known to
demonstrate cooperative behaviour of cheating,
during the foraging and swarming phases along
www.neuroquantology.com
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with several myxobacterial species which usually
prey using their chemotatic methods and in the
process, social parasites cheat, by consuming the
partially digested food without utilizing their
energy resources e.g. cheating behaviour of
Myxococcus and Dictyostelium (Dao et al., 2000).
Chemotaxis and migration are social behavioural
responses which bacteria use to find nutrients,
avoid toxic chemicals, sense pH and support
symbiotic
relationships
(Shapiro,
2007).
Migratory behaviour is also a well-known social
behaviour which bacteria use to cope with adverse
and varying environmental conditions and also
use it to develop an intricate mode of
communication. This kind of behaviour has also
been observed in mixed bacterial biofilms which
show a complex form of interaction and behaviour
(Stoodley et al., 1999). Bacteria constantly record
information from inside and outside the cell and
are aware of their being, and are in a position to
raise a conscious thought and record it. In
behavioural studies observed in higher beings,
movements or reactions performed by an
individual due to its sensitivity in response to the
environmental changes constitute the behaviour
of the individual and the response the individual
makes for the environmental changes follows a
constant pattern for that individual, thus each
individual has its own characteristic behaviour.
Bacterial intelligence is a form of minimal
intelligence, which works without a neural system
but provides a bacterium the ability to store,
modify and execute adaptive processes by means
of cooperative multicellular-type behaviours.
Conscious decisions help the bacteria to
communicate and self-organize into colonies and
films which form the basis of multicellular life. The
evolution of multicellularity in bacteria may be a
possibility, as it has been observed independently
in bacteria such as actinomycetes, cyanobacteria
and myxobacteria (Bonner, 2001) and can be
correlated to a behavioural based activity that
needs further evaluation.
5. Social behaviours in unicellular Eukarya
Many unicellular eukaryotic organisms are known
to demonstrate social and intelligent behaviours
and these forms of conscious behaviour as we
know, is meant to survive and divide. But there
definitely exists some more reason for these
organisms to depict such behavioural responses,
which are slowly being evaluated in the field of
microbial ecology. Some of these behaviours are
eISSN 1303-5150
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known to supersede complex cognitive functions
performed by the brain and could be a collective
effort demonstrated by the organisms using the
most primitive form of consciousness that exist
within an individual (Baluška and Mancuso,
2009). Slime moulds or protists are the best
examples that demonstrate behaviour similar to
neurologically sophisticated organisms e.g.
Physarum polycephalum (Latty and Beekman,
2010). Physarum polycephalum is a protist or
slime mould which uses a spatial memory system
to navigate through a food maze and is known to
find the shortest path using its foraging
techniques (Nakagaki et al., 2001). This organism
can also memorize the location and avoid the
areas of high risk and relocate to areas which are
unexplored (Dussutour et al., 2010; Reid et al.,
2013). Slime mould Dictyostelium disroideiini or
Dictyostelium dicodium is known to form a
multicellular slug under conditions of nutritional
abundance and upon starvation; cyclic AMP
triggers the differentiation of cells and initiates
the formation of stalk cells (Bonner, 2008). Risk
related avoidance is purely a cognitive
behavioural function and is always associated
with the neural system but these slime moulds
clearly demonstrate the capability of performing
such high level conscious behaviours, utilizing
their spatial memory capability in the absence of a
brain (Adamatzky et al., 2013).
Amoeba proteus is a well-known protozoan,
known to show several social behavioural
responses e.g. regulation in the rate of
reproduction based on availability of food,
encapsulation,
etc
(Anderson,
1988).
Pseudopodium is a highly defined energy
mediated structure formed in amoeba and
supports behavioural responses associated with
procurement of food as well as exhibiting a choice
for food. They also demonstrate the capability of
differentiating between inorganic and organic
food and can isolate an unknown object from an
engulfed food particle (Parsons, 1926; Mast and
Hahnert, 1935). Division of labour among the
organelles in amoeba is evident when compared
to higher organisms, where the food cup
resembles the buccal cavity; the food vacuole
resembles the gut, the pseudopodia the legs and
the contractile vacuole the urinary bladder
(Bonner, 2009; Jeon, 1995). Amoeba has no
structures for reception of stimuli but the
protoplasm is aware and responds to a stimulus,
which gives it the ability to perceive and recognize
its own kind and engage in cooperative behaviour.
www.neuroquantology.com
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Cognitive smartness and intelligence in these
organisms, supports social behaviours related to
learning, memory, anticipation and risk
management (Gregor et al., 2010).
Euglena exhibits behavioural responses to
various stimuli that are highly sensitive to the
stimulus of light. These organisms are known to
group themselves in a location where there is a
balance of light and darkness and uses its
flagellum in rotator manner to organize itself. In
unfavourable conditions it undergoes encystment
by losing its flagella and secretes a cyst (Diehn,
1973). The protozoan parasite Trypanasoma cruzi,
demonstrates similar behavioural patterns in the
blood of vertebrates (Noireau et al., 2009).
Vorticella convallaria is a stalked ciliated
protozoan that exhibits a sensitive behavioural
response to mechanical stimulus and is known to
coil instantaneously into a tight spiral with the
slightest impact which is caused due to a
membrane depolarization (Shiono and Naitoh,
1997). Volvox is a colonial flagellate and shows a
transition between unicellular to multicellular
form. The flagellar movement of each of the cells
in the colony help in the movement of the whole
colony which is a mutual colonized social
behaviour demonstrated by these organisms as a
means of protection and movement towards light
(Solari, 2011). During unfavorable or shortage of
food, ciliated protists such as Loxophyllum
meleagris demonstrates a social behavioural
response. These organisms cease to feed and then
seek out another of the same species; mutually
inspect them and then join to form a pair by fusing
and exchange nuclei in a microbial embrace
(Holmes, 2005).
Elphidium
excavatum
clavatum
or
Polystomella crispa are known to use behavioural
instincts to build their protective structures by
seeking out the correct frustules, identifying them
and cementing them together as a shell (Schonfeld
and Numberger, 2007; Murray, 2012). Tintinnid
ciliates show a similar behaviour and gather
fragments of rock and tiny particles of quartz and
cement it together to make the lorica or protective
chamber in the shape of a bell (Durmus and Balkis,
2014). Locating, sensing, identifying and selecting
mineral fragments into a delicate shell are
complex behaviours beyond the understanding of
biologists (Ford, 2004). Clark studied the mating
behaviour of Spirostomum ambiguum, which is a
ciliated organism that is known to advertise
mating fitness to suitors during courtship. In his
study, he defined fit suitors as, conspicuous
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consumers and less fit suitors as prudent savers
and demonstrated that both these types of suitors
learn to switch between forms to optimize mate
selection through behavioural responses (Clark,
2012). Paramecium is another organism that has
been widely studied for its behaviour. Movement
is performed by metaboly, body contortions or by
cilia and if the organism is touched by a pointed
object, it becomes conscious, the ciliary beat
reverses and the animal moves backward by
rotating in a conical path (Jensen, 1959; Harvey
and Bovell, 2006). Generation of a conscious
moment in paramecia is depicted as a behavioural
response or a sense of awareness to a stimulus
which helps the organism understand its
surroundings (Jennings, 1905/1962; Hameroff,
2012).
Understanding and reasoning forms the
basis for intelligence in many unicellular
organisms which survive, based on the ability to
perform cognitive functions without the presence
of a neural system (Shapiro, 2007). This kind of
intelligence cannot be compared to the
intelligence observed in higher organisms, but
does show some overlap in areas of mental
activity, memory and learning (Westerhoff et al.,
2014). Eukaryotic microorganisms demonstrate
the presence of intelligence in its lowest form,
which has evolved to a higher state as a form of
adaptation by means of cell division and cell
differentiation in higher organisms depicted by
similarity in social behaviours (Marijuan et al.,
2013). Further evaluation of studies in the area of
behavioural
sciences
in
eukaryotic
microorganisms would help evaluate the
possibility of a correlation of cognitive behaviours
observed in higher and lower organisms from an
evolutionary standpoint.
6. Conclusions
In a cell or a group of cells e.g. a microbial mat or a
developing embryo, the cells always demonstrate
an involuntary behaviour programmed through
genetic makeup which appears as a habit and may
not be due to consciousness per se but the reason
to behave is act of learning which may originate
through consciousness; for a cell needs to be
aware for it to learn and behave and therefore
even though behaviour and consciousness are two
separate entities, they complement each other.
Therefore, in case of a formation of a microbial
mat or a developing embryo, the cell or cells are
aware; aware of its surroundings; aware of the
www.neuroquantology.com
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need for cell division; aware of organizing
themselves into mats; therefore, behaving as per
will. Sentience or conscious behaviour is prevalent
in all three domains of the unicellular kingdom
and in comparison to the neural system, is in lower
form, but by division of labour in cells it
propagates and attains a higher state, as observed
in higher organisms.
Whether unicellular or multicellular, we all
depend on our past experiences and observation
and use this for several actions that need to be
performed in our day to day life, which is managed
by the conscious decisions that we take, which
may be new or retrieved from memory. The
protoplasm in the cell of all organisms is unique
and for microorganisms it holds the ability to store
and retrieve memory, acting as a store house of
intelligence. It has the ability to make an organism
conscious of its surroundings and its main effort is
to gain a clear perception to associate and
recognize
favourable
and
unfavourable
conditions, just like the brain in higher organisms.
Acquisition of knowledge is based on senseperception, which in microorganisms is acquired
as a conscious moment and with time, becomes a
reflex moment that gets repeated as per
requirement e.g. foraging for food (Radnitzky et
al., 1993).
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Quantum based consciousness computed in
microtubules via the ORCH-OR theory of Hameroff
and Penrose (Hameroff and Penrose, 2014)
originates within every cell of all unicellular and
multicellular organisms and therefore forms the
support mechanism for important functions
managed at a cellular level such as cell
proliferation and differentiation, apoptosis, DNA
synthesis, RNA transcription, protein expression,
ATP synthesis and metabolic activity. Quantum
consciousness enables animals to understand and
judge perceptions, which gives the animal a
prospect to behave as per will. Social behaviours
in microorganisms whether present or fossilized,
have helped answer several questions in relation
to conscious and intelligent decisions in absence
of neural systems. Whether this type of
consciousness is primitive, proto or simple needs
to be evaluated but it is definitely some type of
consciousness that microorganisms use, to
survive. Future research in this area is needed
which could provide a better understanding
about, how consciousness is generated and
propagated in microorganisms of all domains of
life. Consciousness or conscious behaviour is an
awareness of the external world and cannot be
restricted to neurons or the neural system.
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